STEPS FOR A PERFECT REVIEW:

1. Select two files that you need to compare.
2. Press ‘compare’
3. The system aligns the graphics and finds the differences!
4. It shows you the differences in the selected color.

START COMPARING NOW

MoonDesk is a platform that simplifies the edition of design archives, integrates communication and automates control. Designed for delivering solutions for those that are involved in the review process of packaging designs:

IMAGE COMPARE
The functionality that compares design archives in less than a minute!
What are the benefits of Image Compare?

+ **Productivity**
  Les time for reviews, more time to create values for your company.

- **Time**
  Accelerates time-to-market and reduces review costs up to 55%.

+ **Control**
  Fine the differences in your archives, making your revision more detailed and precise.
  Reduces human errors up to 100%.
  Creates tracability.

- **Carbon footprint**
  Avoid re-printing and relabeling because of errors.
  Reduce environmental impact.

Try our **Freemium** version and give us feedback to adapt the software to your needs.

If you're interested in the demo, just use the software or contact us:

**compare.moondesk.design**

**marketing@moondesk.design**